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ABSTRACT

Internet-of-Things (IoT) becomes one of the most promising future paradigms, which foresees
enormous amounts of interoperable things and heterogeneous services. The goal of IoT is to enable all
things connected and brings all kinds information and services to people. However, such a great deal
of information may lead to cognitive overload or restrain in productivity of people. Thus, it is a necessity
to build intelligent mechanisms to assist people in accessing the information or services they needed
in a proactive manner. Most of previous related mechanisms are built on well-defined web services and
lack of consideration of constrained resources. This paper suggests a services composition method by
adapting a hierarchical model, which is a graph-based model composed of four layers: Context Layer,
Event Layer, Service Layer and Device Layer. With a such multi-layer graph, service composition can
be achieved by the iteration of layer by layer. Then, to evaluate the effectiveness of this proposed
hierarchical model, a real-life emergency response dataset is applied and the experimental results are
composed with the general probabilistic method and indicate that the proposed method is help for
compositing multiple services while considering given context and constrained resources.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the unprecedented growth of network
technologies and development of advanced devices,
Internet-of-Things (IoT), coined by Kevin Ashton
[1], becomes one of the most promising future
visions. IoT is a paradigm that foresees enormous
amounts of interoperable things and heterogenous
services in the environment [2-5]. Such an environment, from the perspective of the businesses,
will provide tremendous opportunities in many
fields, like household [4] and industries [5]. From
the point of view of end-users, it will bring both
a great deal of information as well as many
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troubles. People have to face the increasing complexity of the surrounding environment and master
a growing number of interactive abilities, which
may cause cognitive load or detrimental to their
productivity [6]. Therefore, it is a necessity to establish intelligent mechanisms to assist people in
achieving their intention in a simple and effective
manner. Although, a growing number of service
providers dedicate to developing intelligent hardware or software in a specific domain to admit the
majority’s need. However, a dynamic choreography
of a variety of services across domains is often
necessary. Service composition, a concept of enabling the combination of multiple services spanSchool of Computer Science and Engineering, Kyungpook National University
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ning multiple service providers to achieve a common task, is expected to provide dynamic service
solutions with little or no human intervention. In
this context, quite a few researchers propose composition mechanisms for well-defined web services, which differ from real-world services [7,8].
Some of researches do propose mechanisms focusing on real-world services, such as the studies in
[9-11]. However, these works do not consider contextual information and limited resources.
This paper proposed a service composition
mechanism using a hierarchical model in multiple
services environment, like IoT environment. This
service composition mechanism uses contextual
information as input, and the output is the combination of a set of predicated relevant services and
corresponding optimal actuating devices. More
specifically, the hierarchical model is generated according to the historical usage records and composed of four layers: Context Layer, Event Layer,
Service Layer, and Device Layer. With the relations in this hierarchical model, service composition is achieved by the iteration of layer by layer.
The contributions of this paper are two-fold: 1)
formulate the service composition in the multiple
service environment 2) propose a graph-based
model for service composition mechanism with
considerations of context and constrained devices.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows: some related works are reviewed and discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, some assumptions are made and the service composition problem is formulated. Following, in Section 4. The
proposed Service Composition Method is
illustrated. Then, relevant evaluation is shown in
Section 5. Lastly, in Section 6, the conclusion of
this work is drawn.
2. RELATED WORKS

In this section, some related backgrounds and
studies are reviewed and discussed.

The term of IoT, coined by Kevin Ashton [1],
has been identified as a most promising future version and a great opportunity to many fields [12].
The basic idea of IoT is able to offer connectivity
of heterogeneous devices, services and systems
and enable their interactions and cooperations to
reach common goals. There are three major components in IoT, hardware, middleware and presentation [13]. Hardware includes a variety of
physical things like sensors, actuators and so on.
Middleware refers to the mechanisms handling data storage, computing and analysis. Moreover, presentation provides the visual or interactive interfaces for different applications. There are many researches conducted with respect to each
component. As space is limited, this paper does not
discuss them individually except service oriented
architecture.
Service oriented architecture is one of the popular middleware architectures proposed for IoT era
[2]. In SOA, services act as the fundamental elements that have features of self-describing, discoverable, manageable and composable. A common
SOA-based architecture is proposed in [2], where
Object layer refers to the real-world physical
things. Object Abstraction layer provides the capability that accessing to the different devices with
a common descriptive language. Service management layer is to create and manage services.
Service Composition layer provides the composited
services by combing multiple services to pursuit
a common specific goal. Application layer consists
all the system’s functionalities which directly interact with the end-users. This paper is a mechanism in Service Composition layer.
A number of researches concentrated on building self-adaptive and self-adaptive services in the
last few years. Service composition is a concept
achieving these ideas by enabling the combination
of multiple services on demand, which can overcome the isolation of services and lack of connections between them. With the swift growth of
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the web, service composition on web attracts tremendous attentions, such the study in [14].
However, web services differ from services in real-world [7,8]. The former are generally well-defined and relative static, which are usually deployed in resource-rich environment, in contrast,
the latter refers to the real-world service which
is always operated in highly dynamic environment
and limited to constrained resource, such as limited
device computing capability, network bandwidth,
battery and storage capability. Some researchers
did propose service composition mechanisms for
real life, such ambient environments, pervasive environments, and ubiquitous environments. For instance, Amigo [9] is a mechanism allows users to
perform tasks by composing services at a specific
time and place, meanwhile it guarantees tasks to
meet the request Quality-of-service (QoS). Aura
proposed in [10,11] is a user preference based
self-optimization and self-healing system for daily
tasks, which devotes to finding the best match between a user’s preferences and demands for a specific task and environment capabilities. However,
these works don’t consider constantly changing
environment and resources-constrained devices.
3. ASSUMPTIONS AND FORMULATION

Before narrating the hierarchical model-based
service composition mechanism, there are some
assumptions are made. In the first place, events
happened in the environment can be automatically
obtained and described by a set of related context.
Meanwhile, every event corresponds to a set of
services running on different devices. Thus, an
event can be associated with these services on
devices. In the second place, services’ descriptions
such as properties, operations, should be readily
acquired and maintained by the Service Repository.
Similarly, there is a Device Repository keeps aware
of all devices related information, such as capabilities, resources, functionalities and status and so
on. Moreover, a User Repository masters all the

information and history usage data. In the end, if
an event is specified, there is at least one executable solution of service composition. The service
composition problem is to find the ideal service
composition solution which is the most closest to
the user’s service needs.
Based on before-mentioned assumptions, this
service composition can be formulated. Let
         denotes all the services in
the Service Repository.          is
the set of all available devices, which is dynamically update and kept in the Device Repository.
         represents all the set of
possible events in this environment. For each event,
it is described using a set of relevant contextual
information, that is         . For each
user, there is a history storage includes all the
service usage in the past, which is expressed by
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, where   ∈  is an event instance,
  ⊂   is the corresponding service set,   ⊂  
is the perform device set and  records the correspondence between service set and device set.
Hence, in general, this service composition
problem can be formulated as follows a four-tuple
    , where 
is the input event captured in this environment. Supposing the realistic
demanded service set is  , device set is  , and
their relations set  , the objective of this study
is to automatically determine the optimal services
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4. SERVICE COMPOSITION METHOD

In this paper, the service composition process is
achieved using a hierarchical model. This model is
based on a four-layer graph which containing
Context Layer, Event Layer, Service Layer and
Device Layer(Shown in Fig. 1.) More specifically,
each layer is an weighted undirected graph which
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(3)
As Device Layer, each node represents one individual device. And edges between any devices
embodies their co-operation relations, which is
measured using equation (4).
  
      ≠ 
(4)
    
After generating these four layers, links between them can be attached. ∀ ∈ ∈, the link
between them is measured using equation(5).
  
       ∈ ∈  (5)
    
Similarly, the links between Event Layer and
Service Layer can be generated(Shown in equation
(6)).
  
       ∈ ∈  (6)
    
The links between Service Layer and Device
Layer not just reflect their association relations,
but also reflect their independence relationships,
which is calculated as equation (7).
  
       ≠ 
    



















Fig. 1. Proposed hierarchical model.

describes internal relations between the same element type. There are links across different layers,
which represents the association strengths between different elements types. This hierarchical
model is built utilizing the historical usage records.
Specifically, in Context Layer, each context item
is presented as one node, and the edge    
between two contextual item reflects their co-occurrence relations are calculate as equation (1),
where the function · is the frequency of occurrence of variable.
  
      ≠ 
(1)
    
Nodes in the Event layer refers to events, and
edges     between them are used to describe the similarity between two events. Edges
are measured using equation (2), where  · represents the number of elements of a finite set.
 ∩ 
      ≠ 
(2)
 ∪ 
Each service is expressed as one node in Service
Layer, and edges     between services reflects the co-occurrence relations between services.
The weights of edges are assigned as equation (3).
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So far, the hierarchical model is constructed, and
a service composition process can be achieved as
an iterative selection process layer by layer. For
example, as shown in Fig. 2, if      
and       can be calculated as equation
(2). Moreover, the      ,      ,
      and       . It is possible
to compute that association strength between 
and  is       ×  . Similarity,
      . For  , as there are two links
exist       and      , and
    get the maximum values among them,
that is      . So, the associated serv
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Fig. 2. An example between Event Layer and Service
Layer.

ices are

with association strengths of
 . Finally, the selection of optimal services can be depended on the predefined number of
selection. For instance,     if selecting the
two most relevant services. Then, according to the
optimal services set , the optimal devices set

  can be generated and links between them be .
comes the mapping relation 
     

′





′

′

′

5. EVALUATION

To evaluate the effectiveness of this proposed
hierarchical model, a real-life emergency response
dataset is applied. This database contains 817 valid
emergency events, 1348 contextual items and 384
services, which is crawled from “Chinese case
knowledge Base of Public Crisis Management”
constructed by PCIM (Public Crisis Information
Management) research team [15]. PCIM research
team collects crisis events from 2007 to the end
of 2014 in China and describes each event using

abstract, description, response, related URL, basic
data and relevant video. In this study, abstracts are
treated as events and IK-Analyzer [16], a Chinese
Word Segmenter tool, is applied to generate linguistic segmentations as context. The organizations in rescue are treated as services. To measure the performance, three evaluation indicators
are applied (Table 1).
In the experiment, three-quarter of database
(613 records) are randomly selected and used to
generate the hierarchical model. The remainder
quarter of dataset (204 records) is applied to evaluate the performance of this proposed system.
Setting the number of selection to 1 and average
precision, average recall and average F1-score of
204 records are calculated and used to evaluate the
performance of this model. At the same time, a
probability model depends on the conditional probability is constructed and considered as the
baseline. The results are shown in Table 2. It
shows that the precision, recall and F1-score of
baseline is 0.532, 0.337 and 0.352 respectively, and
the proposed hierarchical model is 0.650, 0.980 and
0.754. The proposed model exceeded the baseline,
which because probability model is much influenced by the context noise.
Besides the comparison with probability model,
the influence of selection number is evaluated and
the results are shown in Fig. 3. From the results,
the performance is in decline with the selection
number increases, which because that the bigger
the number is, the more likely select the irrelevant

Table 1. Evaluation indicators

Indicator
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Description
The fraction of selected instances that are relevant


 ′∩ ′
  

 ′

The fraction of relevant instances that are selected


 ′∩ ′
  
 ′

As precision and recall are always inverse proportional, so
F-score is used to measure the overall accuracy.

Measurement

 ×  × 
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Fig. 3. The influence of selected number.
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